
PROJECTIVE TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS1

C. E. HALL

The notion of a projective topological group for a category of topo-

logical groups has been defined by Hofmann [4]. Free topological

groups have been of interest in the study of topological groups since

their invention by Markov [5]. It is the purpose of this paper to develop

the concept of projective in the category of Abelian topological

groups, based upon the requirement that the class of projective topo-

logical groups contains the class of free Abelian topological groups.

Thus the approach used here is necessarily different from that taken

by Hofmann [4]. We also will show that the class of projectives so

obtained properly contains the class of free Abelian topological

groups, and will give an example to show that the direct sum of pro-

jective topological groups may fail to be projective.

Notations. All topological groups considered are Abelian and

Hausdorff. Any unexplained notation or terminology is that of Hewitt

and Ross [3]. If X is a completely regular space then A(X) denotes

the free Abelian topological group on X as defined by Markov [5] and

Ag(X) denotes the free Abelian topological group on X as defined

by Graev [2]. The words "free topological group" mean a free topo-

logical group as defined by Markov [5]. If B is a topological group,

<xb denotes the open continuous homomorphism from A(B) onto B

defined by aB(b) —b all bEB. If I is an index set and Pi is a topolog-

ical group for each iEI then by y^P.- (/EI) we mean the direct

sum of \P\. iEl} with the relativized product topology. If

7= {1,2, • ■ • , n), then^Pi (iEI) is written as PiXP2X • ■ • XP„.

A sequence of the form /: A-^B—>0 is exact if A and B are topological

groups and/ is a continuous homomorphism from A onto B.

Definition 1. A topological group G is projective relative to a/amily

F of exact sequences of the form

/
(1) A+>B-+0

iff for each (1) EF and each continuous homomorphism g from G to B

there is a continuous homomorphism h from G to A such that/ft = g.

Let S be the family of all exact sequences of the form (1) such that all

free Abelian topological groups are projective relative to 8. A topo-
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logical group is projective iff it is projective relative to S.

Definition 2. Let G be a topological group. A topological group H

is said to be a summand of G iff there is a topological group K such

that GS^HXK.
The following two theorems together with the examples given later

contain the main results of this paper.

Theorem 1. A topological group P is projective iff it is a summand of

a free Abelian topological group.

Theorem 2. Let P be a projective topological group and suppose that

P is algebraically the free Abelian group on X={xi ■ ■ ■ ,xn}. Then P

is the free Abelian topological group on X.

Lemma 1. (1) is in & iff there is a continuous function g: B-+A such

that fg = Is.

Proof. If (1) is in 8 there is a continuous homomorphism h from

A(B) to A such that fh = as- Then g = h\B is a continuous function

from B to A and/g = ls.

Suppose that g is a continuous function from B to A such that

/g = ls- Let X be a completely regular space and h be a continuous

homomorphism from A (X) to B. Let 8 = g(h\ X). Then B is a continu-

ous function from X to A and so, by definition of A(X), may be ex-

tended to a continuous homomorphism 8' from A (X) to A. For xEX,

(f8')(x)=f(8(x)) = (fg)(h(x)) = h(x) so that h and f8' are homomor-
phisms from A (X) to B which agree on X. Thus h =fB' and we have

that (1) is in S.

Note that the function g in Lemma 1 is not necessarily a homo-

morphism. It follows from this lemma that

(4(B)-^B->0)G£

for every topological group B.

Lemma 2. Let {P,-: iEl} be a family of topological groups and

P= ^Pi (iEI). If P is projective then each Pi is projective.

Proof. Suppose (1) is in 8. Let iEI and denote by <pi the projection

of P onto Pi. Suppose g: Pi—>B is a continuous homomorphism. Since

P is projective there is a continuous homomorphism h:P^>A such

that fh = g4n. Let k = h\Pi. Then k is a continuous homomorphism

from Pi into A and fk = g.

Lemma 3. Let P and G be topological groups and suppose f is a contin-

uous homomorphism of G onto P. If there is a continuous homomorphism
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g: P^G such that/g = \P then G^P XKer/.

Proof. The function g is one-to-one and onto g[P]. Then the

continuous function g/ maps G onto g[P] and if g(p)Eg[P] then

(g/)(g(P))=g(P)- Thus g[P] is a closed subgroup and it follows from

this [3, p. 59] that GSg[P]X(g/)-1({0})- Now (g/)-i({o}) = Ker/.
Also g_1=/|g[P] hence P is topologically isomorphic to g[P]. Thus

G^P XKer /.
Proof of Theorem 1. That summands of free Abelian topological

groups are projective follows immediately from Lemma 2.

Suppose P is projective. Since

(4(?)^P^0)G8

there is a continuous homomorphism/: P—*A(P) such that ctpf=\P.

Then by Lemma 3, A(P)^PXKer aP.

Corollary 1. A projective topological group is algebraically a free

Abelian group.

Corollary 2. A projective topological group which is not discrete is

neither a locally compact nor a complete metric space.

Corollary 2 is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1 and results

of Dudley [l].

Proof of Theorem 2. Since P is projective there is a continu-

ous homomorphism f: P^>A(P) such that apf=lp. Now f(xf)

= Z)*=i w0"> k)mjtk where n(j, k)EZ; mjlkEP, k = 1, • • • , r(j); for

j= 1, • • • , n. Also note that mj,k= y^",, s(j, k, q)xq where s(j, k, q)

EZ for j, qE\\, ■ ■ ■ , n\, k = l, ■ ■ • , r(j).
Suppose B is a topological group and g: X-^B is a continuous func-

tion. Let g(xq) =bq for 1 ̂ qSn. We shall show that g can be extended

to a continuous homomorphism g': P—*B, and hence that P is the free

Abelian topological group on A'".

Since P is a countably infinite completely regular space there are

open and closed sets {Ujik\, ISjSn, iSkSr(j), such that m,,k

EUj,k. The Uj,k may also be chosen such that Uj,kC\Uu,v = 0 if

tnj,k7^mUiV and £//,*= Uu,v if mjik = mUiV.

Then the function h:P—*B defined by h(y) = JZs-i 50> &> 2)^9 if
yE £/,-,* for some 1 gjg», lSkSr(j) and A(y) =0 if yE(P\\Jj.kUj,k) is
continuous. Thus A has an extension h' to a continuous homomor-

phism from A (P) into B.

Let g' = ft'/. Then g' is a continuous homomorphism from P into 5.

It remains to show that g'| X = g. Since P is algebraically free on A
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there is a group homomorphism 0: P—*B such that d\X = g. Sup-

pose XjEX. Then

/  r(j) \ r(j)

g'(x}) = h'ifix,)) = h' ( E rc(j, *)»,,* ) =   E »0\ k)h'imj,k)
\ k=.l / k=l

r(j) r    n -i / r(j) \

= E »(/» £)   E *0"> £> ?)&« =e ( E »0'> *)«y,*)
4-1 L  a=l J \ *=1 /

= 8((aPf)(xj)) = 0(%) = J, = g(Xj).

An example of a projective topological group that is not a free

Abelian topological group will now be constructed.

Example 1. Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space with

the following properties:

(1) X = Xi\JX2 where Xi and X2 are connected completely regular

spaces containing more than one element;

(2) XiC\X2 = 0;
(3) Xi and X2 are both open and closed in X.

Form the group AG(X) letting 0', the zero element of the group

AG(X), be an element of Xi. Define a function/: X—>Z by f(x) =0 if

x^EXi and/(x) = 1 if xEX2. Then/ is continuous and/(0') =0; hence

/ may be extended to a continuous homomorphism/' mapping A G(X)

onto Z. Then it is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 that A G(X)

^ZXKer/'.
Since Z is discrete and/' is continuous, Ker/' is an open and closed

subgroup of AG(X). Let C denote the component of 0' in AG(X).

We will verify that C=Ker/'. Since Ker/' is an open subgroup of

AG(X) it is immediate that CCKer/'. Observe that

Ker/' =  {( E n(Xi + £ miy\ E AG(X):

Xi E Xi\{0}, yi E X2, £ m{ = ol .
«-i i

Let xEX2. Then the set (X2 — x) = {(y—x): yEX2} algebraically

generates
/   in m \

{ E miyi E AGiX): yt E X2, E m = 0\
v <=i <-i '

and therefore the set XiVJ(X2—x) algebraically generates Ker/'. Now

Xi is connected and O'EXi, hence XiQC. Also (X2—x) is connected

and 0'E(X2 — x), hence (X2—x)QC. Since C is a subgroup of AG(X)

it follows that Ker/'CC.
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According to a result of Graev [2, §5], since X is not connected,

there is a completely regular space X' such that A(X')^AG(X). So

A (X')=ZXC and thus C is projective. But C is also connected and

hence C cannot be a free Abelian topological group [5, Theorem 26].

It is easy to see that the converse of Lemma 2 is true if the set I is

finite. It should be noted, however, that it is not valid in general.

Example 2. Let Xn= [xn] be an infinite cyclic group with the dis-

crete topology for n = 1, 2, • • • . Of course, each Xn is projective. Let

P=y^°_1 Xn. We will show that P is not projective.

Assume that P is projective; then there is a continuous homomor-

phism g from P into AiP) such that aPg = lP. For each n, let kn

= x„—g(x„). Then, by the continuity of g and the definition of the

product topology on P, {kn },£», is a sequence in Ker aP such that if U

is a neighborhood of 0 in AiP) then {»: Y„r\U^ Yn} is finite where

F„= [x„ —yfe„]C^4(P). Let 0' denote the identity element of P and

X= {xi,x2, ■ ■ ■ j. Then X\J {0'} is closed in P, hence closed in A (P)

and 0MP)$XVJ\0'}. Thus {«:&„ = 0} is finite. Since kjEA(P), kj
can be written uniquely in the form

n a)
kj = E mnPn; Pa G P   for 1 g t g iV(j).

1=1

Note that there is an integer w0 such that for n ^ «0, x„

E {Pn, pii, ■ ■ ■ , pitfw} ■
Suppose that there does not exist n ^ n0 such that x„ ^mnipni for all

l^i^N(n). If this happens we claim there is n^n0 such that pni

E {piu P\z, • ■ • , Piifah xn} for some 1 ^,i<LN(n). Suppose not. Then

for every n^n0, (xn—kn)=xn—^2t='imniPni (and without loss of

generality)   (x„ — kn) = ES' mnipni, x„ E {pni, • • ■ ,  P«jv(„) }   and

{pn2,   •   •   •   ,    pnN(n)} Q {pll,     Pl2,   '   '   ■  .    />liV(l) } .    Thus    X„ =ap(x„ — &„)

=E<=2) rnnipniEP for every w^w0. Now there is a finite set

{j(l)> - • • , j(m)} of natural numbers such that the subgroup H

= [{pn, ■ ■ • , Pincd}] of P is contained in the subgroup T

= [\Xj(D, • ■ • , *,■(»)}] of P. Then for every «^w0, x„EH, but also

there is n 3: «o such that x„ $ P. This is a contradiction.

We define inductively a subsequence {ynj^-iof {x„ — kn}™_1 in the

following manner: Let yi=Xi — h. Suppose yu y2, • ■ • , yn have been

selected, y,=x4(,-) — £»(,) for l^i^w. Let y„+i=x,— &, where * is the

least integer such that t>q(i) for 1 ̂ i^n, and such that

*, £ 5 = U{ {pjh • • • , ft«„|: j E {1, ff(2), • • • , ?(n)}}

and Xt^mupti for lgigA7^); if such exists. If this fails, there is a

least t>q(i), l^i^n, such that xtES and for some i, l^i^N(t),
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pnES^J {xt}. We use this choice of t if the former does not exist.

Relabel so that yn=tn—r„, LEX, r„=^™(") mnipni, pniEP- Define

Un = 2»(t„-r„).

By induction we define a sequence of real-valued continuous func-

tions {/,}," i on P with the following properties: Let fn(x) = § for all

xEP- For i>\ we have:

A. The absolute value of the function/; does not exceed 2_i;

b. /<(*,) =0 for lSjS(i-f);

c-MUpJ^lpki, ■■■, p*»(t)})=o.
d. (i) If UET= {pn, • • • , pim{i)} thenfi(T)=0 and/<(/<) = ±2~«

where the sign is to be determined in such a way that it agrees with

the sign of
t— 1 p m(t) -1

(*) E  fM ~ E tnjiipu) I
y-i L s-1 J

(ii) If ti = pij for some 1 ̂ j^m(i) and mf,^l, then/<(T\{/>#}) =0

and/,(£,) = + 2~* where the sign is to be determined in such a way that

the sign of (f—mij)/i(ti) agrees with the sign of (*).

(iii) If ti = puc for some l^k^m(i) and mik = l, there is pijETsuch

that PijEiUt^lpku ■ • ■ , Pkmm]yj{ti}]. Then /*(A{/»«}) = 0,
/.(<.) =0, and/i(pif) = +2~{ where the sign is to be determined in such

a way that it agrees with the sign of (*).

We consider the real-valued function / on P defined by /(x)

=En= i/n(x) ,xEP- The function/ is continuous on P. Let/' denote the

extension of / to a continuous homomorphism mapping A (P) into

R (additive group of real numbers). We now examine f(Un)

= 2n/'(tn—rn) for «^2. There are three cases according as t„ satisfies

D(i), D(ii), or D(iii).

\/'(Un)\   =2"   £ \//(tn) - f/(rn)}
3-1

(1) =  2"    Z  [//On)  ~//(rn)] +/n'(tn)
3=1

^2"Un(/n)|     =1-

| f(un) | = 2- E [// (o - /; w] + (i - «»y)/.(g
(2) y_i

£2-|(l-**)| -|/„(*„) |  £1.

| f(Un) |    =  2"    E [// (40 - // ('»)] + MPn,)
(3) y-i

fc 2-|/.(*,) |    =1.
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Thus the identity element of A (P) cannot be a point of accumula-

tion for the sequence of points { c/„}™=1. But as observed earlier, if U

is a neighborhood of the identity in ^4(P), then {n: U„E U} is finite.

This is a contradiction and thus P is not projective.

Question. A projective topological group is algebraically free on a

set S. If S is finite we know (Theorem 2) that P is a free Abelian topo-

logical group (in fact is discrete). Example 1 guarantees that there are

connected projective topological groups. But a connected completely

regular space containing more than one point has cardinality not less

than 2 °. The question is then: "Is there a countably infinite projec-

tive topological group that is not a free Abelian topological group?"
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